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rigged how globalization and the rules of the modern - there has been an enormous upward redistribution of income in
the united states in the last four decades in his most recent book baker shows that this upward redistribution was not the
result of globalization and the natural workings of the market, similar authors to follow amazon com - dean baker co
founded cepr in 1999 his areas of research include housing and macroeconomics intellectual property social security
medicare and european labor markets, staff about us cepr - expertise economic growth trade social security latin america
international financial institutions development mark weisbrot is co director of the center for economic and policy research in
washington d c, acceptance an owner s manual tales of copper city - in korea i drank a lot every night for 13 months and
then i kept that up for the next 10 years years in which i burned up two marriages to two beautiful women and leaving a 4
year old behind in california with her mother, he kept us out of war slate star codex - i some of the best pushback i got on
my election post yesterday was from people who thought trump was a safer choice than clinton because of the former s
isolationism and the latter s interventionism since i glossed over that point yesterday i want to explain why i don t agree
trump has earned a reputation as an isolationist by criticizing the iraq war, after the collapse six likely events that will
follow an - get a couple of lamancha goats milk is delicious as long as you keep the stinky male away from the female
except to breed her i would say now that you need a female that s just given birth now is the time of year there s lots of new
mommas, articles thomas lifson archives - articles blog posts by thomas lifson obama s monument to himself covertly
grabbing 244 million of illinois taxpayers money for privately funded project, the root of communism is self hatred return
of kings - the future communist is the timid sickly kid who stumbled to a last place finish during his kindergarten class field
day this was his first taste of failure and he didn t like how it felt, hollywood reporter entertainment news - the hollywood
reporter is your source for breaking news about hollywood and entertainment including movies tv reviews and industry blogs
, 5 things that will not happen in the future return of kings - anticipating what will not happen in the future is just as
important as attempting to predict what will happen here then are five things the future will not bring, roommate nation 30
percent of working adults are now - with the rent being too damn high many americans are now opting to live with a
roommate or two or three in the case of san francisco and los angeles we now have a record number of adult americans
living with roommates, audience alienating premise tv tropes - some shows never stood a chance not necessarily
because they re bad but because the very concept scared people away this is the audience alienating premise an idea that
could be cool and could even make a fantastic show book movie video game or comic and may very well have but which
instead, links 9 15 linkua franca slate star codex - the link about medieval fighting myths is wrong about leather armor
and the ease with which chainmail is pierced, hillary clinton s 2016 presidential campaign - the re launch of hillary clinton
s 2016 presidential campaign june 13 2016 all the clinton cash questions hillary refuses to answer we need to stop the flow
of secret unaccountable money hillary clinton said saturday during her vaunted campaign do over, death threats against
bush at protests ignored for years - threats against bush at public protests a protester with a sign saying kill bush and
advocating that the white house be bombed at the march 18 2007 anti war rally in san francisco, obamacare mandatory
socialized medicine a k dart - note you might want to start at the obama index page especially if you arrived here by using
a search engine the united states already has a multi billion dollar system of socialized medicine called medicare and
medicaid federal state and local governments spent a total of 783 8 billion on health care in 2006, los angeles county is
becoming a renter s paradise - people are surprised to hear that los angeles county is the most unaffordable location in
the entire united states when it comes to renting isn t san francisco or new york more expensive of course they are but
affordability is based on income and los angeles has a much lower household income base to draw from
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